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WHY MODULAR TANKS?
* Can pass through very narrow spaces in pieces and then could be easily assembled where 
   wanted.
* Since it is assembled from inside, it can be assembled in assembly site leaning against the wall.
* Since all parts are produced in factory conditions, it doesn’t need maintenance for many years. 
   It is clean, hygienic and long-lasting.
* If wanted, it can be disassembled (pulled into pieces) and can be transported to somewhere else.
* All parts are designed in such a way that they can all be exchanged. Since all the manufactured         
   parts are standart, they can be provided from the factory and changed easily.
* The tanks can be assembled upon high platforms, on ground, on the roofs, on towers and in       
   buildings easily.
* Various types of materials could be used in manufacturing or coating depending on the 
   specifications of the stored liquid and the quality of storage.
* It doesn’t need welding or painting in assembly or construction site.
* It is lighter and stronger than the smiliar ones.
* It has short assembly period.
* The broken or damaged parts can be easily changed.
* It has flexible storage capacity. It’s capacity could be increased by making additions to it’s width   
   or height.
* It takes up small space during transport since it’s parts can be placed within or on top 
   of each other.
* Can be produced in large capasities and in various sizes.

Whichever you desire and find ECONOMICAL...

VARIOUS MATERIAL ALTERNATIVES
* Complete mode of stainless sheet iron, AISI 304 or AISI 316.
* Completely galvanized.
* Expoxy or other painting alternatives.
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MODULAR WATER TANKS

Prismatic
Modular Tanks

Cylindrical
Modular 
Bolted
Tanks

Comb Modular 
Tanks

Cylindrical 
Modular 
Water Tanks

STOP!
USING AND
DRINKING
RUSTY
DIRTY and 
GERMY
WATER!

Use Clean 
and
Hygienic Water 
for a
Healty Life...

Meksis has been the leader in industry for 25 years.



PRISMATIC MODULAR  WATER TANKS

* For all domestic and industrial applications. 
* It can be carried and assembled easily.
* From 1,250 liters up to 2.000.000 liters of capacity.

Easly carriable 
module plates

Module plate

CYLINDRICAL MODULAR  BOLTED TANKS

Module Plate

* It is practical for big-capacity applications.
* It can be used as drinking water tanks, fire water storage tank, waste water tanks, 
   irrigation water storage tanks.
* Very strong, simple and rigid construction.



COMB MODULAR WATER TANKS

00 `0` distance to wall

* The oppurtunity of “0” assembly to the walls.
* It’s models are light and easy mountable.
* It can be used as a “underground tank”.
* It can be assemled from inside.

CYLINDRICAL MODULAR  WATER TANKS

Can be 
carried easly

* It is used for domestic applications.
* Can be produced for capacity of from 250 up to 7600 liters.
* It can be carried and assembled easly.
* For small capacities it is an ideal solution.

Module Plates

Module Plates


